FALL 2019
SHABBATOT
AT BEREN

INCLUSION SHABBAT
HASC BAR ILAN COUNTERPOINT REUNION
14 SEPT

FAMILY HERITAGE
RETURN TO YOUR ROOTS
21 SEPT

SHABBAT BABYIT
SHABBAT BA'BAYIT
28 SEPT

SHABBOS OF SCIENCE
MES Ezras Nashim UAID | START
26 OCT

MIDTERMS & MECHINA
RABBI HAJIOFF MRS. SCHECHTER
2 NOV

CO-ED DRAMATON
SHABBAT SIVAN RAHAV MEIR
9 NOV

INTER-NATIONAL SHABBAT
SHABBAT PROJECT CO-ED
16 NOV

MIND, BODY, WELLNESS
SHABBAT FIT JEWESS SCHWAB FAMILY
23 NOV

THANKSGIVING SHABBAT
SEPHARADIC WOMEN
30 NOV

NEFESH BENEFESH
ISRAEL CLUB HAROVA
7 DEC

ALUMNI WEEKEND
RABBI SAUL BERMAN
14 DEC

BUILDING THE FUTURE
EMUNAH WOMANUT CO-ED
21 DEC

CHANNUKA
READING WEEK
28 DEC

SHABBAT OF DESSERTS
LAST SHABBAT OF FALL
4 JAN
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